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Abstract
Aims: To propose a decision tree for identifying appropriate integration procedures 
and joint displays for  achieving integration in mixed methods studies.
Design: A methodological discussion.
Data Sources: Methodological literature including mixed methods textbooks, meth-
odological reviews and studies published in the last 10 years (2012– 2022).
Implications for Nursing: Mixed methods are instrumental to study complex nursing 
care processes and health- human phenomena. Nurse researchers can use this deci-
sion tree to choose the most appropriate integration procedures to overcome the 
integration challenge when designing and conducting mixed methods nursing studies.
Conclusion: Integration procedures and joint displays are the most widely used meth-
ods for tackling the integration challenge in mixed methods research (MMR). The mul-
tifaceted and contingent nature of these methods are beneficial for their tailored and 
adapted use at the data collection, analysis, interpretation and reporting levels. The 
use of the most pertinent integration procedures and joint displays is critical for en-
suring quality in MMR.
Impact: A growing methodological literature on MMR offers a wide range of integra-
tion procedures and techniques. Therefore, choosing appropriate integration proce-
dures and analysis methods can be challenging for nurse researchers interested in 
conducting mixed methods studies. A decision tree is developed outlining 14 integra-
tion procedures and their corresponding mixed methods designs, purposes and joint 
displays. Examples of mixed methods studies in the discipline of nursing are presented 
to illustrate the implementation of the integration procedures. The decision tree can 
serve as a straightforward methodological tool for decision making in MMR. Nurse 
researchers can effectively use this decision tree for research and teaching purposes.
Patient or Public Contribution: No direct patient or public contribution.
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2  |    RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: DISCUSSION PAPER - METHODOLOGY

In the last decade, mixed methods research (MMR) has become increas-
ingly popular in the health and social sciences. There has also been an ex-
ponential growth in methodological papers about designing, conducting 
and implementing MMR. Methodologists have proposed various typolo-
gies of MMR designs (Bazeley, 2018; Creamer, 2018; Creswell & Plano 
Clark, 2018), all of which share the essential feature of integrating meth-
ods, data and findings, and to a lesser extent, paradigms and philosophical 
stances. The growing methodological literature also offers a range of inte-
gration procedures for ensuring effective integration at the design, meth-
ods and analysis levels (Bazeley, 2018; Creamer, 2018; Creswell & Plano 
Clark, 2018). Integration in MMR can occur at various dimensions such as 
research question, aims, team, data collection, analysis and interpretation 
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018; Fetters, 2019). To illustrate integration in 
MMR at the data analysis and interpretation levels, joint displays (i.e. tab-
ular, visual and graphical tools for illustrating the integration of qualitative 
and quantitative data) are often recommended as the most effective and 
useful tool (Guetterman et al., 2015; Guetterman et al., 2021). There are a 
plethora of integration procedures and types of joint displays (Guetterman 
et al., 2015; Guetterman et al., 2021; McCrudden et al., 2021; Younas, 
Pedersen, et al., 2020). Therefore, choosing relevant integration proce-
dures can be challenging for many researchers interested in conducting 
MMR. If inadequate integration procedures are used, it may affect the 
overall quality of the MMR study as a result of the possibility that MMR 
research questions will remain unanswered, opportunities for an en-
hanced understanding of the phenomena being studied will be missed 
and the potential of gaining depth and texture will be lost, and, in some 
cases, erroneous conclusions will be generated (Bazeley, 2018; Creswell 
& Plano Clark, 2018; Fetters et al., 2013).

Despite the increasing guidance on integration procedures, recent re-
views of the use of MMR in the health sciences reveal that integration 
is generally not adequately implemented in MMR. These reviews high-
light that researchers often do not effectively use contemporary integra-
tion approaches and procedures (Irvine et al., 2020; Younas, Pedersen, 
et al., 2019), thereby missing out on the unique contribution that MMR 
can make at the various stages of the study. This failure to integrate could 
be attributed to the complex and challenging nature of integration in MMR 
(Onwuegbuzie & Johnson, 2006) and the limited knowledge of research-
ers about the most pertinent integration procedures (Younas, Pedersen, 
et al., 2019). In addition, Fetters (2019) noted that often MMR researchers 
face the challenge of clearly articulating MMR purposes for data collec-
tion and analysis during the study planning as this informs future analysis 
and integration procedures. Given these challenges, this paper offers a 
straightforward decision tool for selecting relevant integration procedures 
and pertinent joint displays in accordance with MMR designs.

1  |  BACKGROUND

1.1  |  Integration procedures in MMR

Integration is defined as the ‘purposeful interdependence between 
different sources, methods and approaches’ (Bazeley, 2018, p. 7). 
It is a strategic and intentional action focused on connecting and 

linking qualitative and quantitative data and findings to generate in-
ferences (i.e. conclusions drawn from distinct qualitative and quanti-
tative phases) and meta- inferences (i.e. conclusions drawn after the 
integration of qualitative and quantitative findings; Creswell & Plano 
Clark, 2018). The deliberate use of linking data collection methods, 
analytical processes and comparing findings is referred to as the in-
tent of integration (Fetters, 2019). Clarifying the intent integration 
is crucial to demonstrate that a planned MMR project can result in 
achieving the research aims and objectives. Additionally, the level of 
integration (e.g. data collection, analysis, interpretation, reporting) 
should also be made explicit (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018).

Three main typologies (Fetters, 2019; Fetters et al., 2013; Pluye 
et al., 2018) describing integration procedures have been published 
to clarify the integration intent and levels in MMR and to guide the 
process of operationalizing integration. These typologies exem-
plify various integration procedures that can be used at the design, 
data collection, analysis and interpretation levels in MMR. Fetters 
et al. (2013) developed one of the most extensively used and well- 
known typologies of integration procedures, including four tech-
niques, namely, connecting, building, merging and embedding. 
Connecting entails selecting a sample for the qualitative phase 
based on the quantitative phase. Building refers to the development 
of data collection instruments, variables or analysis methods for 
the quantitative phase based on the qualitative findings. Merging 
refers to bringing together qualitative and quantitative data after 
separate analyses. Embedding is a complex technique involving 
building, merging or connecting. Fetters (2019) updated this typol-
ogy by renaming integration techniques as integration procedures 
and proposing eight integration procedures for data collection, two 
integration procedures for two- phase MMR designs and eight data 
analysis procedures for a variety of MMR designs.

Pluye et al. (2018) developed an alternative typology of nine integra-
tion strategies, classified into three broad integration types: connection 
(i.e. linking qualitative and quantitative phases and data), comparison 
(i.e. bringing together qualitative and quantitative data for comparison 
and merged analysis) and assimilation (i.e. data transformation). Each 
of these types included three integration strategies, which are an ex-
panded account of the previously described integration procedures of 
merging, connecting, building and threading. The strategies included in 
the connection type are (a) connecting the qualitative phase with the 
data collection and analysis of the quantitative phase, (b) connecting the 
quantitative phase with the data collection and analysis of the qualita-
tive phase and (c) following a thread procedure to choose themes or 
variables to explore in the subsequent phase. The strategies included 
in the comparison type include (a) comparing qualitative and quanti-
tative findings from separate analyses, (b) comparing qualitative and 
quantitative findings from interdependent analysis and (c) interpreting 
discordance, consistencies and expansion in qualitative and quantitative 
findings. The strategies under the assimilation type are (a) transform-
ing qualitative data into quantitative data (quantitizing), (b) transforming 
quantitative data into qualitative data (qualitizing) and (c) merging both 
datasets to generate an additional database for analysis. Creamer (2018) 
proposed three integration strategies, namely blending, converting and 
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    |  3RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: DISCUSSION PAPER - METHODOLOGY

extreme case sampling procedures for integration at the data collection 
and analysis levels. Blending is referred to as variable, category or fac-
tor created by combining qualitative and quantitative data for testing. 
Converting pertains to converting qualitative into quantitative data or 
vice versa. Extreme case sampling entails a purposeful selection of cases 
that may be outliers for further analysis.

The typologies of integration were reviewed and the types of inte-
gration procedures were assessed in terms of their use in MMR. Based 
on our experiences of designing and conducting mixed methods and 
writing methodological papers, we included the most commonly used 
and somewhat well- understood integration procedures. The intention 
was to focus on those integration procedures that can be applied to core 
mixed methods designs as well as better illustrated via joint displays. 
Many integration procedures presented in the typologies had a similar 
meaning, but different names. For example, the connecting technique 
as defined by Fetters et al. (2013) and Fetters (2019) is similar to Pluye 
et al.'s (2018) connection integration type. Pluye's description of various 
types of connection is similar to threading technique and building inte-
gration procedures. Therefore, such procedures were excluded to sim-
plify the idea for researchers using mixed methods. The definitions and 
examples of select key integration procedures are presented in Table 1.

1.2  |  Joint displays in MMR

A joint display is a visual, tabular or graphical tool for the effective re-
porting of integrated qualitative and quantitative data, findings and 
meta- inferences in MMR studies (Guetterman et al., 2015; Guetterman 
et al., 2021; Younas, Pedersen, et al., 2020). Joint displays are recog-
nized as one of the most efficient ways of illustrating the intent of inte-
gration and comparing and contrasting different datasets and findings 
(Bazeley, 2018; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018; Guetterman et al., 2015). 
Integration in MMR can be achieved through various approaches such 
as data transformation, typology development, pattern analysis, com-
prehensive and intensive case analysis, weaving, contiguous and staged 
narrative approaches (Bazeley, 2018; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018; 
Fetters et al., 2013). Nevertheless, joint displays are often combined 
with the above approaches at the analysis and interpretation levels 
when illustrating integration. The potential advantage of joint displays is 
that these are cognitively understandable for readers for assessing the 
nature and extent of integration of qualitative and quantitative meth-
ods, data and findings (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018).

Recent methodological reviews have demonstrated that joint 
displays are frequently used in MMR studies in nursing, psychology, 
education and social sciences (Guetterman et al., 2021; McCrudden 
et al., 2021; Younas, Pedersen, et al., 2020) and are particularly valu-
able because they enable researchers to exemplify the what, how 
and why of integration through tabular, visual and integrated means 
(Fetters, 2019). These reviews have also proposed a range of joint dis-
plays for use in MMR studies. In their seminal paper, Guetterman et al. 
(2015) proposed a typology of joint displays in accordance with the 
purpose and design of the MMR and various integration procedures. 
This typology includes statistics- by- themes, participant selection 

display, instrument development display, qualitative data experiment 
display, theoretical lens display, cross- case comparison display, side- 
by- side display, interview question display and generalizing themes 
display. Over years, this typology has been revised by various authors. 
Younas, Pedersen, et al. (2020) reviewed 17 MMR nursing studies that 
used joint display for integration and identified an additional type 
of display called the graphical theme display. In a methodology dis-
cussion paper that reviewed joint displays in the field of psychology, 
McCrudden et al. (2021) identified additional innovative joint displays 
such as interview prompts displays, integrated result matrix, quantita-
tive results matrix and integrated visual displays. Figure 1 presents an 
example of a statistics- theme joint display.

2  |  AIMS

To propose a decision tree for identifying relevant integration pro-
cedures and joint displays for achieving integration in MMR studies.

3  |  DATA SOURCES

This discussion paper is based on our experiences designing, conducting 
and teaching MMR at graduate- level courses and training workshops in 
Pakistan and Italy. We identified the key methodological literature such 
as MMR textbooks, methodology discussion papers and reviews and 
MMR studies published in the last 10 years (2012– 2022) across the so-
cial, health, behavioural and educational sciences. The published litera-
ture was searched in key methodological journals (e.g. Journal of Mixed 
Methods Research, International Journal of Multiple Research Approaches, 
Quality and Quantity, Methods in Psychology) and health sciences and 
nursing journals (e.g. Journal of Advanced Nursing, Annals of Family 
Medicine, Western Journal of Nursing Research) that publish methodo-
logical and empirical mixed methods studies. The search terms used to 
identify relevant literature were as follows: “mixed methods”, “multiple 
methods”, “multilevel”, “integration”, “integration procedures”, “integra-
tion techniques”, “data integration” and “mixed methods research”. No 
specific databases were searched because the methodological literature 
on mixed methods is mostly published in specific methods journals. The 
researchers were already aware of the key methods journals based on 
their experience of using and teaching MMR. Two of the researchers 
had also conducted several prevalence reviews mapping the nature and 
quality of MMR in nursing, with various integration procedures and joint 
displays that aided us in developing the decision tree.

4  |  DISCUSSION

4.1  |  Decision tree

A decision tree is useful for making sequential decisions under uncer-
tain research conditions. In particular, our proposed decision tree can be 
extremely useful in providing a comprehensive overview of the various 
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4  |    RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: DISCUSSION PAPER - METHODOLOGY

TA B L E  1  Integration techniques with examples

Integration 
technique Description Example

Building Using one form of data to inform the data 
collection instrument and/or data 
analysis approach for the subsequent 
phase (Fetters et al., 2013; Fetters, 2019; 
Creamer, 2018)

Younas, Rasheed, et al. (2020) used a six- step building approach that 
entailed qualitative analysis followed by the selection of key themes and 
subthemes, linking them to the participants' quotes and then converting 
these quotes into pertinent items of a questionnaire examining nurse 
educators' challenges of teaching undergraduate nursing students

Generating 
hypothesis

Using qualitative results and findings to 
generate hypotheses for testing in the 
subsequent quantitative phase (Fetters, 
2019)

Polachek and Wallace (2018) aimed to examine the interactions contributing 
to compassion satisfaction and compassionate fatigue in animal care 
health care providers. They used the interview data from 20 providers to 
generate four hypotheses about successful and stressful interactions and 
their impact on compassion satisfaction and fatigue. These hypotheses 
were then tested in the subsequent quantitative phase

Exploring Using qualitative data and analyses for initial 
exploration to better understand relevant 
concepts for the subsequent quantitative 
phase (Fetters, 2019).

Jokiniemi et al. (2018) aimed to develop competency criteria for clinical 
nurse specialists in Finland. They used findings from the qualitative phase 
to develop preliminary competency criteria via open- ended questions in 
a Delphi survey. The initial criteria included 75 competencies, which were 
refined and categorized under four domains corresponding to the patient 
(18 criteria), nursing (22 criteria), organization (16 criteria) and scholarship 
(19 criteria) roles. These criteria were cross- matched with the clinical 
nurse specialist competency criteria of the US and Canada. At the end 
of this phase, a 61- item set of competency criteria was retained. Finally, 
following the qualitative survey with clinical nurse specialists, the final 
50- item competency criteria were developed

Threading Conducting a preliminary analysis of 
qualitative and quantitative data 
for generating significant themes 
and exploratory questions about a 
phenomenon and then selecting one key 
theme or questions from one dataset and 
following it across and between all other 
components (Moran- Ellis et al., 2006; 
Pluye et al., 2018).

King et al. (2014) implemented data transformation using threading and 
matrix development. First, they analysed the qualitative and quantitative 
data separately to generate overarching themes and questions, which 
they then incorporated into a secondary analysis to investigate data 
interaction. They examined overarching themes through individual case 
analyses and vice versa, and then generated an integrated interpretation 
of the data. Findings were presented as integrated themes

Comparing Collecting qualitative and quantitative 
data about a certain phenomenon or a 
construct to examine how these two 
datasets relate to each other (Fetters, 
2019; Pluye et al., 2018).

Durante et al. (2022) used the comparing technique to examine the 
relationship between quantitative data about resilience levels and factors 
affecting resilience and qualitative data on caregivers' perceived factors 
affecting their resilience. They performed separate qualitative and 
quantitative analyses and then compared the results at the factor level. 
The comparison revealed that caregiver burden had no significant effect 
on resilience, while caregiver depression was a significant factor. The 
comparison also generated two resilience- promoting factors from the 
qualitative data, which were not identified in the quantitative data

Initiating Analysing qualitative or quantitative data to 
discover contradictions by reorganizing 
questions or findings from one method 
with the other method (Fetters, 2019).

Rasheed et al. (2021) conducted a mixed methods study to examine the 
self- awareness of nurses in practice. At the end of the study, they 
identified that nurses' self- awareness levels may vary according to their 
roles. Therefore, to address this additional finding, they generated a new 
qualitative question to explore the role, nature and application of self- 
awareness of nurses in managerial positions

Constructing a 
case

Utilizing qualitative and quantitative data 
collection and analysis to generate a 
comprehensive understanding of a case 
(i.e. a population, a group, an individual or 
an organization) (Fetters, 2019).

van Zelm et al. (2021) aimed to evaluate factors associated with the 
successful implementation of a care pathway for patients who 
underwent surgery for colorectal cancer. First, they conducted a 
separate analysis of qualitative and quantitative data. The quantitative 
data analysis resulted in the identification of two cases (highest 
and lowest performing hospitals). The qualitative analysis informed 
generating case descriptions for each hospital which entailed a brief 
explanation of the quantitative findings and the experiences of 
professionals involved, with a focus on the four core constructs (i.e. 
capability, capacity, potential and contribution) of the normalization 
process theory
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    |  5RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: DISCUSSION PAPER - METHODOLOGY

Integration 
technique Description Example

Expanding Using qualitative and quantitative data 
collection methods to develop a broad 
but overlapping viewpoint about a 
phenomenon (Fetters, 2019).

Gellerstedt et al. (2019) conducted a convergent mixed methods study 
to explore and comprehensively describe the perceptions of nursing 
students' perceptions of their preparedness to address and support 
patients' sleep during hospitalization and to apply sleep- promoting 
interventions in a clinical context. However, they also had an expanded 
purpose to explore from the perspective of students whether, and 
how, the topic of sleep is explicitly incorporated in nursing education 
programmes

Diffracting Examining different aspects of multifaceted 
phenomena by using both qualitative 
and quantitative data collection (Fetters, 
2019).

Ertesvåg et al. (2021) illustrated the use of diffraction by examining four 
distinct research questions in mixed methods study of classroom 
interaction for the purpose of enhancing student learning. The study 
aimed to improve teachers' classroom interaction skills. Multiple 
data collection, analysis and integration procedures were used to 
understand how teachers improve their instructional skills, how 
they implement and enact instructional skills in the classroom, 
how they understand classroom interaction and how they perceive 
collaborative activities for improving classroom interaction 
skills. They conducted separate analyses using growth mixture 
modelling and content analysis, and then implemented two- level 
data transformation by qualitizing survey data to identify profiles 
of teachers' perceptions and integrating the transformed data into 
other qualitative data from the interviews and observations that had 
not been transformed. They noted that using multiple integration 
strategies and examining distinct questions using unique methods 
resulted in the generation of new knowledge and understanding that 
went beyond the potential of different data sources to generate a 
comprehensive understanding of class interaction

Enhancing Using qualitative and quantitative analysis 
and generated information for developing 
a more meaningful understanding of a 
phenomenon (Fetters, 2019)

Rheault et al. (2021) developed an expanded understanding of the chronic 
disease education and self- management needs and the health literacy 
abilities of Australia's First Nations adults. After performing separate 
qualitative and quantitative analyses, they applied a bidirectional 
simultaneous approach to examine the overlap of qualitative and 
quantitative results and better understand the relationship between 
health literacy and self- management education and needs, as well as 
their various dimensions

Explaining Using qualitative findings to explain new 
and or unique findings obtained in a 
quantitative phase (Fetters, 2019).

Hayes et al. (2015) explored factors affecting satisfaction with the work 
environment, job satisfaction, job stress and burnout in haemodialysis 
nurses. They surveyed nurses using multiple validated tools to measure 
the constructs and then further explained the key quantitative results 
via qualitative interviews. For example, some of the key results from the 
quantitative survey included flexible management (M = 3.74, SD = 0.75) 
and feeling valued (M = 3.65, SD = 0.68) as highly ranked contributing 
factors to the satisfaction with work environment. Interview questions 
were asked to a select group of nurses to elicit additional information 
about their the perceptions of these factors and to ascertain the reasons 
for their high scores

Corroborating Finding information from one data form to 
support the other (Fetters, 2019; Pluye 
et al., 2018).

Hammerschmidt and Manser (2019) determined the individual and 
organizational factors affecting hand hygiene, as well as the role of 
nursing managers in role modelling. They completed separate analyses 
of quantitative survey data from nurses and interview data from nurse 
managers. They triangulated/corroborated the results by examining the 
relationships, variations and connections between the mixed data and 
the theoretical concept that informed the study. They found shared, 
complementary and divergent results concerning perceptions of hand 
hygiene, training and modelling behaviours

TA B L E  1  (Continued)

(Continues)
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6  |    RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: DISCUSSION PAPER - METHODOLOGY

types of integration methods and joint displays suggested in the lit-
erature and showing their differences; demonstrating the relationship 
between MMR designs, integration methods and joint displays and as-
sisting researchers in making the most appropriate integration method 
decision for each specific research situation. Our decision tree for MMR 

includes three main components. The first component is the typology of 
core MMR designs and their key purposes. In total, 14 key purposes are 
outlined and linked to the second (i.e. integration procedures) and third 
components (i.e. joint displays) of the decision tree. The decision tree is 
illustrated in Figure 2 and the components are described as follows.

Integration 
technique Description Example

Connecting Using results from one phase to inform the 
sampling procedures for the second phase 
(Fetters et al., 2013; Pluye et al., 2018).

Draucker et al. (2020) used a five- step approach connecting technique that 
involved selecting variables to create subgroups, determining high and 
low cut- off scores on the selected variables, identifying favourable and 
unfavourable composites, creating subgroups profiles that converged 
with or diverged from the model and recruiting participants for the 
subgroups

Merging Combining qualitative and quantitative data 
at various levels to examine differences 
and generate a meaningful understanding 
of data, results or interpretations (similar 
to comparing or enhancing) (Fetters et al., 
2013; Fetters, 2019; Pluye et al., 2018).

Younas and Sundus (2022) used the merging technique in the form of 
tripartite analysis to generate a more meaningful understanding of 
nursing students' views of compassion. At the first level, they merged 
qualitative and quantitative results of students who provided both 
qualitative and quantitative data; at the second level, the results of the 
whole qualitative and quantitative sample were integrated, and finally, 
the results from level one and level two analyses were compared and 
merged to develop a more nuanced understanding of nursing students' 
evolved views about compassionate nursing care

TA B L E  1  (Continued)

F I G U R E  1  Example of a statistics theme joint display. Adapted with permission for Wiley. Originally published in Durante et al. (2022) and 
copyrights owned by Journal of Advanced Nursing, Wiley
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    |  7RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: DISCUSSION PAPER - METHODOLOGY

4.2  |  Component one: MMR designs

There are several typologies of MMR: (a) parallel, sequential, conver-
sion, multilevel and fully integrated designs (Tashakkori et al., 2021); (b) 
simultaneous, sequential, complex, qualitatively driven, quantitatively 
driven and multi- method designs (Morse & Niehaus, 2009) and (c) ex-
ploratory sequential, explanatory sequential and convergent designs 
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018). Irrespective of the typology, MMR 
involves the use of qualitative and quantitative methods and philoso-
phies in a logical and integrated manner, the collection and analysis 
of qualitative and quantitative data, and the integration of these data 
to yield meaningful inferences and meta- inferences (Creswell & Plano 
Clark, 2018). For this paper, we used the most recent typology of MMR 
designs by Creswell and Plano Clark (2018). We chose this typology 
because for several reasons. First, the unique feature of this typology 
is distinguishing core mixed methods designs, their variants and com-
plex mixed methods designs. Second, Creswell and Plano Clark (2018) 
explicitly discussed and promoted the use of integration procedures 
and joint displays as ways of integration in their MMR typology.

The detailed description of each design and the variants is as 
follows.

The convergent design also called parallel or concurrent, en-
ables researchers to bring together qualitative and quantitative 
data to develop a comprehensive understanding of a phenome-
non or to validate the results of one data set over those of the 

other. This design includes four variants: (a) parallel database 
variant, which involves parallel data collection and independent 
qualitative and quantitative data analysis, which are then merged 
during interpretation to examine the facets of the same phenome-
non within a single inquiry; (b) data transformation variant, which 
involves parallel data collection but data merging occurs via the 
transformation of qualitative data into new quantitative variables 
(i.e. data can be transformed via case analyses, matrices, theory- 
based methods, narrative summaries, factor analyses); (c) ques-
tionnaire variant, which involves using a questionnaire with both 
open and close- ended questions but does not include a complete 
qualitative data collection and (d) fully integrated variant, which 
entails the collection of qualitative and quantitative data at mul-
tiple points through the revision of the questions that are asked 
of the participants. Unlike, the parallel database variant, in a fully 
integrated variant, the qualitative and quantitative strands are not 
kept separate during implementation before merging.

Explanatory sequential design, is a two- phase design that be-
gins with quantitative data collection followed by a qualitative 
phase that explains or expands on the results of the quantitative 
phase. This design includes two variants: (a) follow- up explana-
tions variant, in which the quantitative phase is emphasized and 
the qualitative phase is used to explain the results of the quan-
titative phase and (b) case- selection variant, in which the quali-
tative phase is prioritized with the intend to examine the studied 

F I G U R E  2  Decision tree: Design, purposes, integration technique and possible joint displays

Design               Purposes                     Integration      Possible Joint Displays 
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Explain previously obtained findings  

Inform sample or participant selection  

Find information from one data to  
support other findings  

Diffracting 

Enhancing 

Corroborating 

Connecting 

Explaining 

    Side-side or statistics-theme display

Side-side or pattern display  

Cross-case comparison display  

Quan/qual results matrix 

Integrated matrix display 

Side-Side or Integrated matrix  

   Side-side or statistics-theme display 

   Participant selection display  

  Side-Side or Integrated matrix  

Select one or more key themes to develop variables Threading Variable development display  
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8  |    RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: DISCUSSION PAPER - METHODOLOGY

phenomenon qualitatively. Therefore, the quantitative phase is 
used to identify and select the best participants (e.g. purposive 
sample) for the qualitative phase.

The exploratory sequential design is a three- phase design in-
volving qualitative data collection followed by quantitative data 
collection. This design has four variants: (a) new variable develop-
ment variant, during which the researcher identifies a conceptual 
framework, or a new concept, leading to the development of a new 
variable for use in the questionnaire or any other component of the 
quantitative phase; (b) instrument development variable, which is 
used for the development of a context- specific data collection in-
strument; (c) intervention development variant, which is used to 
develop a new intervention or adapt an existing intervention for 
testing and usefulness in a different context and (d) digital tool de-
velopment variant, which can be used for evaluation in the subse-
quent quantitative phase.

4.3  |  Component two: Integration procedures

We reviewed the definitions and applications of integra-
tion procedures listed in the three typologies (Creamer, 2018; 
Fetters, 2019; Pluye et al., 2018). The degree of similarity be-
tween the techniques was determined by their intended pur-
pose in the MMR design. While most of these techniques and 
procedures serve the same purpose, they are assigned different 
names in these typologies. As a result, we identified 14 relevant 
integration procedures that can be implemented across conver-
gent, exploratory sequential and explanatory sequential designs. 

Examples of how these 14 integration procedures were used in 
published MMR studies in nursing and health sciences, as well as 
other fields, were identified. It is critical to emphasize that mul-
tiple integration procedures can be used within a single study to 
integrate at various dimensions. A detailed overview of these 14 
integration procedures, along with their definitions and exam-
ples, is presented in Table 1.

4.4  |  Component two: Joint displays

The nature and type of joint display used to represent integra-
tion are contingent upon the MMR study design, the intent of 
the integration and the integration procedure (Guetterman et al., 
2015, 2021; Younas, Pedersen, et al., 2020). Joint displays are ef-
fective means of developing linkages between integration pro-
cedures and mixed methods designs and exemplify integrative 
thinking (Bazeley, 2018; Guetterman et al., 2021; Younas, Pedersen, 
et al., 2020). For example, in exploratory sequential two types of 
joint displays are recommended. One joint display to illustrate the 
building procedure and the second display illustrate the merging 
procedure (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018). In accordance with the 
14 integration procedures in the decision tree, we selected 16 dis-
plays from the published typologies of joint displays. Each of the 
displays chosen corresponded to a certain integration procedure 
relevant to the MMR design. The chosen displays included visual, 
tabular and statistical themes and matrix types. The key features of 
these displays, their characteristics and examples from published 
studies with visuals are presented in Table 2.

TA B L E  2  Templates for joint displays

Joint display and features Potential templates and examples of joint displays from published literature

Instrument development 
display

• Include qualitative data/
themes/codes that have 
been converted into 
instrument items

• Include newly generated 
items/domains or 
subscales of the newly 
developed instrument

Younas, Zeb, et al. (2019) conducted an exploratory sequential mixed methods study to explore nurse educators' 
challenges of teaching undergraduate nursing students. They developed a joint display to illustrate how the 
themes and categories from the qualitative phase were converted into questionnaire items developed using the 
building integration procedure. In the first column, they presented the qualitative themes and categories as well 
as the number of quantitative items developed for each category, while in the second column, they reported the 
items connected to each theme and category
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    |  9RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: DISCUSSION PAPER - METHODOLOGY

Joint display and features Potential templates and examples of joint displays from published literature

Analytical approach display
• Include qualitative 

data/themes/codes 
and their frequencies, 
volume or other 
relevant parameters that 
informed the analysis 
approach or method

• Include the key 
components of the data 
analysis approach for the 
quantitative phase

Younas et al. (2022) based on their exploratory sequential mixed methods study of nurse educators developed 
a data analysis strategy (sociocultural exploration strategy) to identify and address discordant findings in 
their mixed methods analysis. They developed this analytical strategy after applying the merging integration 
procedure by utilizing both qualitative and quantitative data. To illustrate their analysis strategy they developed 
a joint display outlining qualitative and quantitative data and the resulting outcome from the use of their 
sociocultural exploration strategy

TA B L E  2  (Continued)

(Continues)
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10  |    RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: DISCUSSION PAPER - METHODOLOGY

Joint display and features Potential templates and examples of joint displays from published literature

Variable development 
display

• Include qualitative data/
themes/codes, and their 
description

• Include generated 
variables and items from 
the themes/sub- themes 
or codes

Crooks et al. (2018) developed a model to identify rural Canadian communities most in need of and ready for 
palliative care service enhancement and apply the model to improve palliative care services. Their first mixed 
methods siting model was based on a pilot quantitative study in one Canadian province. Based on interviews 
with 31 stakeholders, they recognized the need to add additional concepts and related variables to the model. 
Therefore, they revised their initial model, and generated variables, and indicators for each of the variables 
using the building integration procedure. They did not present a joint display, but we used their study findings 
to create a visual variable development joint display illustrated as follows

Theoretical lens
• Include theoretical 

constructs, relational 
statements or theoretical 
domains

• Include qualitative data/
themes/codes, along 
with their description 
and inferences

• Include participant 
quotes

• Include quantitative 
findings and inferences

van Zelm et al. (2021) conducted a mixed methods case study to evaluate the implementation of a care pathway for 
colorectal cancer surgery in 10 hospitals. They used the normalization process theory as the guiding framework 
and conducted pre- post measurements and post- implementation interviews for process evaluation. Based on 
the quantitative results using the connecting integration procedure, they identified five highest and five lowest- 
performing hospitals. Three participants were interviewed from each hospital, and data from the interviews 
was analysed using the normalization process theory's four concepts (i.e. capability, capacity, potential and 
contribution). They presented their quantitative and qualitative results under each concept in a joint display. 
The joint displays were based on the theoretical concepts, hence can be labelled as theoretical lens displays

TA B L E  2  (Continued)
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    |  11RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: DISCUSSION PAPER - METHODOLOGY

Joint display and features Potential templates and examples of joint displays from published literature

Side- by- side display
• Include qualitative data/

themes/codes along with 
their description and 
inferences

• Include participant 
quotes

• Include quantitative 
findings and inferences

• Include mixed methods 
meta- inferences

Sundus et al. (2020) conducted a mixed methods study to understand nursing students' perspectives and meanings 
of compassion and compassionate nursing care. Using a convergent design, they carried out an exploratory 
survey determining various meanings of compassion and compassionate nursing care and semi- structured 
interviews to explore more in- depth accounts about compassion. They developed a side- by- side display using 
the merging integration procedure to illustrate overarching themes, quantitative results and qualitative themes 
with quotes. In the last column of the table, the authors presented the mixed methods meta- inferences drawn 
from linking the quantitative and qualitative data for each theme

Statistics- theme display
• Include qualitative data/

themes/codes along with 
their description and 
inferences

• Include participant 
quotes

• Include quantitative 
statistical data, findings 
and inferences

• Include mixed methods 
meta- inferences

Younas, Zeb, et al. (2019), in an exploratory sequential mixed methods study of challenges of nurse educators, 
developed a second joint display to compare the qualitative results from phase 1 with the quantitative results 
from phase 3. At this stage of analysis, they used merging integration procedure. The authors developed a 
statistics- theme display with bar charts illustrating quantitative results, themes with quotes and mixed methods 
inferences

TA B L E  2  (Continued)

(Continues)
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12  |    RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: DISCUSSION PAPER - METHODOLOGY

Joint display and features Potential templates and examples of joint displays from published literature

Cross- case comparison 
display

• Include total cases 
subjected to cross- case 
analysis

• Include qualitative data/
themes/codes along with 
their description and 
inferences

• Include quantitative 
statistical data, findings 
and inferences

• Include mixed methods 
meta- inferences

Younas and Sundus (2022) developed a Tripartite Analysis (TriPA) approach for mixed methods analysis using 
the merging and linking integration procedures based on their study about nursing students' perspectives 
of compassion and compassionate nursing care. In the first step of TriPA, they generated joint displays for 
eightindividual cases and compared the qualitative and quantitative results at the case level. They presented 
an exemplar joint display for one case but noted that several similar joint displays were created to compare the 
data across eight cases. The exemplar case level joint display is presented as follows

Qualitative/quantitative 
results matrix

• Include the overall 
qualitative themes or 
inferences

• Include quantitative 
overall scores pertinent 
to the qualitative themes

• Include mixed methods 
meta- inferences

Poudel et al. (2018) explored the reasons for the migration intention of students enrolled in pre- registration 
nursing programmes. The authors employed an embedded (convergent) mixed methods design, which included 
surveys and interviews. They developed an overall qualitative and quantitative results matrix using merging that 
contained the predictors identified from regression analysis of the survey data, a summary of the quantitative 
findings and a summary of the qualitative findings. In the final column, the authors indicated whether the 
qualitative findings confirmed, disconfirmed or expanded the quantitative findings, as well as the mixed 
methods interpretations that resulted

TA B L E  2  (Continued)
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    |  13RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: DISCUSSION PAPER - METHODOLOGY

5  |  IMPLIC ATIONS FOR NURSING

The decision tree has three main implications for the field of nurs-
ing. First, integration procedures and joint displays that are perti-
nent to the MMR design and specific to the intent of integration 
are instrumental in reducing any potential inaccuracies in concep-
tualizing and operationalizing MMR studies (Fetters, 2019; Younas, 
Pedersen, et al., 2020). Misuse of planned integration procedures 
at the data collection, analysis, reporting and interpretation levels 
might deteriorate the quality of MMR, thereby resulting in errone-
ous inferences and meta- inferences. While MMR approaches are 

extremely beneficial for studying and examining complex and multi-
faceted nursing and healthcare phenomena and processes, it is criti-
cal that studies using these approaches are conducted in the most 
rigorous manner so that robust inferences are generated to inform 
practice and policymaking (Draucker et al., 2020; Younas, Rasheed, 
et al., 2020). Nevertheless, the robustness of MMR is enhanced if 
the integration procedures and joint displays are effectively used 
at multiple levels within a single MMR design (Fetters, 2019). The 
use of these methods should also be in line with the MMR design 
chosen and the intent for choosing such design over other designs 
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018). Therefore, nurse researchers can use 

Joint display and features Potential templates and examples of joint displays from published literature

Integrated matrix
• Include integrated 

qualitative results
• Include integrated 

quantitative results
• Include quotes 

supporting the 
quantitative data

• Include inferences 
generated from the data

McCrudden et al. (2016) conducted an explanatory sequential mixed methods study to examine the extent of 
applicability of author expertise and content relevance secondary level students during their selection of 
documents for a class presentation that pertained to more familiar and less familiar social- scientific topics. The 
authors illustrated their combined results in the form of an integrated matrix with exemplar quotes from the 
qualitative data after applying the merging integration procedure

Participant selection 
display

• Include selection criteria
• Include corresponding 

scores characterizing the 
criteria

Igo et al. (2005) conducted an explanatory sequential, mixed- methods study to determine the effect of copy- 
paste note- taking restrictions on students' processing, decision making and learning from a web text. In the 
quantitative phase, they evaluated the outcome of copy- paste note- taking restrictions on student learning. 
For the subsequent qualitative phase, they developed a participant selection display based on the connecting 
integration procedure and illustrated the choice of sample for qualitative interviews

TA B L E  2  (Continued)
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14  |    RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: DISCUSSION PAPER - METHODOLOGY

this decision tree to choose the most appropriate integration tech-
nique and procedures to overcome the integration challenge when 
designing and conducting MMR studies.

Second, based on our experience teaching MMR courses and 
workshops, students frequently lack expertise with available tools 
for integrating quantitative and qualitative data and findings. Due 
to the novelty of integration strategies and the fact that only a few 
typologies have been published, in our view, the dissemination of 
integration procedures and techniques has been fragmented, as au-
thors come from a variety of disciplinary backgrounds (e.g. family 
medicine, nursing, education, sociology and management) and the 
suggested procedures and techniques do not build on previously 
published ones. This dispersed dissemination may cause research-
ers new to the field to overlook these strategies, thereby minimizing 
their ability to achieve the full potential of MMR designs when im-
plementing them. By outlining the range of strategies available and 
linking them to their intended purposes, the decision tree may help 
overcome some of these problems.

Third, despite the calls to use advanced integration methods 
and processes in MMR in nursing, recent methodological reviews 
of the use of MMR in nursing (Irvine et al., 2020; Younas, Pedersen, 
et al., 2019) reveal that many nurse researchers fail to make explicit 
the integrative thinking in their MMR studies. Limited emphasis on ex-
plicating integrative thinking speaks to the lack of intentional integra-
tion in MMR projects. This lack of integration may cause researchers 
to overlook critical contributions of MMR to nursing, such as the pro-
duction of detailed knowledge about patients' health circumstances, 
the strengthening of the evidence for intervention effectiveness, or 
the enhancement of knowledge transferability to practice (Fàbregues 
& Paré, 2018). To overcome this problem, the decision tree offers 
researchers with 14 integration procedures and 16 joint displays for 
easy- to- use decision making for explaining integrative thinking and 
processes and achieving meaningful integration in MMR studies.

6  |  CONCLUSIONS

Nurse researchers employ MMR to study complex nursing phenom-
ena and health- human care processes. Nevertheless, achieving effec-
tive integration remains a challenge in nursing mixed methods studies. 
Overcoming the integration challenge in MMR in nursing is of utmost 
importance because integration is the hallmark of a high- quality mixed 
methods study and differentiates it from multi-  and mono- method 
studies. Integration procedures and joint displays are the most widely 
used methods for tackling the integration challenge in MMR. The mul-
tifaceted formats of these methods are beneficial for their tailored and 
adapted use when designing and conducting MMR in nursing. Since 
the use of the most pertinent integration procedures and joint displays 
is critical for enhancing the quality of MMR, the decision tree is pro-
posed so that novice, as well as expert MMR nurse researchers, can 
make quick decisions concerning the relevant integration procedure 
and joint display for each particular MMR study.
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